Fabrication, characterization and in vitro evaluation of silibinin nanoparticles: an attempt to enhance its oral bioavailability
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Background: Silibinin has gained in importance in the past few decades as a hepatoprotector and is used widely as oral therapy for toxic liver damage, liver cirrhosis, and chronic inflammatory liver diseases, as well as for the treatment of different types of cancers. Unfortunately, it has low aqueous solubility and inadequate dissolution, which results in low oral bioavailability.

Materials and methods: In this study, nanoparticles (NPs) of silibinin, which is a hydrophobic drug, were manufactured using two cost-effective methods. Antisolvent precipitation with a syringe pump (APSP) and evaporative precipitation of nanosuspension (EPN) were used. The prepared NPs were characterized using different analytical techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and X-ray powder diffractionmetry (XRD) and were sifted for their bioavailability through in vitro dissolution and solubility studies. Moreover, the prepared NPs were evaluated for antimicrobial activity against a battery of bacteria and yeast.

Results: DSC and XRD studies indicated that the prepared NPs were amorphous in nature, with more solubility and dissolution compared to the crystalline form of this drug. NPs prepared through the EPN method had better results than those prepared using the APSP method. Antimicrobial activities of the NPs were improved compared to the unprocessed drugs, while having comparable activities to standard antimicrobial drugs.

Conclusion: Results indicate that the NPs have significantly increased solubility, dissolution rate, and antimicrobial activities due to the conversion of crystalline structure into amorphous form.
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Background

One of the most convenient ways of administering drugs is the oral route, but the low aqueous solubility of a number of drugs results in very low oral bioavailability. Formulation scientists who deal with drug development and discovery face major hurdles in formulation design of drugs with low aqueous solubility, thus resulting in a poor dissolution rate. Among the compounds developed in the pharmaceutical industry, 40% either have reduced water solubility or are completely insoluble in the aqueous phase.¹⁻³ For such poorly soluble drugs, major difficulties occur when they are exposed to different formulation development phases, as they are poorly wetted by and dissolved in the solvent. Due to these problems, efforts are undertaken by formulation scientists to improve the solubility and dissolution rates of such drugs in order to achieve maximum drug absorption in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT).⁴⁻⁵

Nanostructured materials form one of the most exciting fields in science today. These materials have great scope in the field of medicines, as nanosized medicines...
have better pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles. They have valuable characteristics that make them of great value in comparison to the conventional macrosized drug molecules. Their smaller size gives them greater surface area and higher surface-to-volume ratios.\(^6\textsuperscript{–}^9\) According to the Noyes–Whitney equation, particle size reduction to the nano range increases the surface area and surface free energy, which may improve the saturation solubility and dissolution rate of poorly water-soluble drugs.\(^4\textsuperscript{,}^5\)

Nanoparticles (NPs) can be synthesized using top-down and bottom-up approaches using different production methods. If the drug is soluble in an organic solvent, precipitation would be a possible method.\(^10\) Fessi et al first developed and got a patent for preparation of nanosuspension (solvent displacement method).\(^11\) The major advantages of nanosuspensions are the ease of preparation as well as a fast and straightforward preparation method.\(^11\) Antisolvent precipitation with a syringe pump (APSP) and evaporative precipitation of nanosuspension (EPN) are among the ways that address the problems of solubility, dissolution rate, and bioavailability through precipitation.\(^12\)

Silibinin was first extracted from silymarin, a unique flavonolignan complex also containing silydianine and silychristine. Silymarin is derived from Silybum marianum, commonly known as milk thistle, belonging to the Asteraceae family. Silibinin is also called “silybin” and represents about 50%–60% of the silymarin extract. Silibinin has been widely investigated for its use as a hepatoprotector\(^13\textsuperscript{,}^14\) and as oral therapy for toxic liver damage,\(^14\) liver cirrhosis, and chronic inflammatory liver diseases.\(^13\textsuperscript{–}^15\) Silibinin has been reported to have other effects, such as antioxidant\(^15\) and antimicrobial effects,\(^16\) and it can be used in the treatment of different types of cancers.\(^13\textsuperscript{–}^15\) In addition, silibinin has been reported to effectively treat lung cancer.\(^17\) Self-nanoemulsifying drug delivery systems (SNDDS) for silymarin have recently been developed to improve its therapeutic performance.\(^18\) Liu et al\(^19\) have found silibinin NPs to have strong antiviral effect against hepatitis C virus (HCV) infections. The role of silibinin as a potential candidate to treat breast cancer has been studied by Sun et al.\(^20\) Phospholipid carriers have become an attractive tool to address the issue of poorly water-soluble active pharmaceutical ingredients.\(^21\) Phytosomes have emerged as a new technology to incorporate phyto constituents into phospholipid complexes, with subsequent improvement in bioavailability and increased absorption of the poorly soluble compounds.\(^22\) A substantial increase in the bioavailability and absorption of silibinin and silymarin has been witnessed using phospholipid-based carriers and microspheres.\(^23\textsuperscript{,}^24\) El-Far et al\(^25\) have recently reported that silymarin NPs play an important role in the reduction of blood glucose level using streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats.

Silibinin belongs to the group of Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) class II drugs, which have high permeability and poor solubility (in vitro and in vivo evaluation of silybin nanosuspensions for oral and intravenous delivery). The drugs categorized as BCS II have been proven to be very potential drug candidates; however, their bioavailability is limited by their poor dissolution and solubility.\(^26\)

Orally administered silibinin is absorbed rapidly, with the time at which maximum concentration of drug is present in the blood \((t_{\text{max}})\) of 2–4 h and a half-life of 6 h. Following administration, only 20%–50% of silibinin is absorbed from the GIT and is metabolized in the liver; it has low absorption, resulting in poor bioavailability.\(^27\textsuperscript{–}^30\) Given this profile, silibinin NPs were prepared through the APSP and EPN methods in order to improve the bioavailability of this hydrophobic drug. The prepared NPs were investigated for various parameters, including dissolution, solubility, and antimicrobial properties.

Materials and methods

Materials

All the chemicals used in this study were of analytical grade and had the highest purity. Silibinin (purity <98%) was acquired from Sigma-Aldrich Co, St Louis, MO, USA. Ethanol, n-hexane, potassium phosphate monobasic, sodium hydroxide, HCl (36.5%, w/w), hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC), and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) were also from Sigma Aldrich, while the deionized double-distilled water used in this work was obtained using the Milli-Q\(^\circledast\) system (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany).

Preparation of silibinin NPs

Preparation of silibinin NPs through the APSP method was carried out using a previously reported method,\(^12\) with a slight modification. Briefly, a saturated solution of unprocessed silibinin was prepared in ethanol. A syringe was filled with the prepared drug solution and was quickly injected at a fixed flow rate (2 mL/min) into deionized water (antisolvent) of definite volume under mechanical stirring (3,000 rpm). Different volumes of deionized water were mixed with the same volume of saturated drug solution (1:10, 1:15, and 1:20, v/v), which was evaporated quickly in a vacuum using a rotary evaporator.

For the EPN method, a solution of the unprocessed silibinin was prepared in ethanol followed by quick addition of hexane, which served as an antisolvent, to the prepared saturated drug solution under mechanical stirring.
Different solvent: antisolvent ratios (1:10, 1:15, and 1:20, v/v) were used. Nanosized drug particles from the nanosuspensions were obtained by quick evaporation of the solvent and antisolvent in a vacuum for both methods (APSP and EPN).

**Characterization**

Particle size and the associated polydispersity index (PI) of silibinin NPs were characterized by dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer® NanoS; Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). All the measurements were carried out in triplicate.

Confirmation of the structure of the unprocessed silibinin and the NPs prepared by the APSP and EPN methods was done by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR; IR Prestige-21 FTIR spectrophotometer; Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan). FTIR spectra were acquired in the range of 200–4,400 cm⁻¹.

The surface morphology of the prepared NPs was confirmed from the electron photomicrographs obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Jeol JSM-5910; JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The instrument was operated at 20 kV, using a standard procedure for sample preparation.

The X-ray powder diffractometry (XRD) patterns of unprocessed silibinin and the NPs prepared by the two methods were recorded by a PANalytical X-ray diffractometer (X’Pert Pro, USA). The operating voltage was 40 kV, the operating current was 30 mA, the start angle 2θ 20 5°, and the finishing angle was 60°.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies of unprocessed silibinin and NPs were carried out using Mettler Tolado 822e (Greifensee, Switzerland). The instrument was equipped with a compatible computer program, and the procedure was carried out as per manufacturer specifications at a rate of 10°C/min under even nitrogen flow. Any thermal event that happened in the pans was recorded.

**In vitro analysis**

**Solubility determination**

An excess amount of unprocessed silibinin and NPs prepared by APSP and EPN were placed in 25 mL glass volumetric flasks, followed by addition of distilled water to the mark. The flasks were sealed to prevent any loss of solvent and were kept in an orbital shaker (IKA HS501 orbital shaker; IKA®-Werke GmbH, Staufen, Germany) at room temperature for 24 h at 100 rpm. After mixing, samples were kept undisturbed on a flat surface for ~72 h. Thereafter, 5 mL of the supernatant solution from each flask was withdrawn and filtered using Whatman® filter paper number 1. The filtered portion was then analyzed to determine solubility at 286 nm using ultraviolet (UV)–visible spectrophotometer (Pharmaspec 1700 UV–Visible spectrophotometer; Shimadzu). All the samples were analyzed in triplicate.

**Dissolution studies**

The in vitro dissolution studies were carried out using the US Pharmacopeia (USP) method II, ie, the paddle method. Three different dissolution media, namely, distilled water, 0.1 M HCl, and phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.8), were used in the dissolution studies. The volume of medium used was 900 mL at 37.0°C±0.5°C, at 50 rpm paddle rotation. Subsequently, 70 mg of unprocessed silibinin and the two types of NPs were subjected to the dissolution studies. Thus, 5 mL of the dissolution media was drawn at predetermined intervals (10, 30, 60, and 90 min) and filtered through Whatman filter paper No 1. The same volume of dissolution medium was replaced each time with fresh dissolution medium after withdrawal. Filtered samples were suitably diluted and observed spectrophotometrically using a double-beam spectrophotometer (8453 UV–Visible spectrophotometer; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) at a maximum wavelength of 286 nm. Each test was conducted in triplicate.

**Dissolution parameters**

**Dissolution efficiency (DE)**

This parameter determines the area under the dissolution curve at time t. The trapezoidal rule was used to determine this value. DE represents the percentage of the area of the rectangle described by the 100% dissolution value at the same time:

\[
DE = \frac{\int_{0}^{t} Y \times dt}{Y_{100} \times T} \times 100, 
\]

where \( Y \) = % drug dissolved at time t.

**Mean dissolution time (MDT)**

A measurement of the rate of the dissolution process involves estimation of the MDT. It can be calculated from the dissolution data using the following equation:

\[
MDT = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} t_j \Delta M_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \Delta M_j},
\]

where \( j \) = sample number, \( n \) = number of dissolution sampling times, \( t_j \) = time at midpoint between \( t_{j-1} \) and \( t_{j+1} \), \( \Delta M_j \) = additional amount of drug dissolved between \( t_{j-1} \) and \( t_{j+1} \).
Dissimilarity factor $f_1$ and similarity factor $f_2$

Moore and Flanner proposed a model-independent approach to calculate the dissimilarity factor $f_1$ and similarity factor $f_2$. The two factors were used to calculate or to compare the dissolution profiles of various samples. They can be represented by the following equations:

$$f_1 = \left[ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} R_i - T_j}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} R_i} \right]$$

$$f_2 = 50 \times \log \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} |R_j - T_j| \right)^{0.5} \right] \times 100$$

where $R_j$ and $T_j$ = % of reference and test drugs dissolved at each time point $j$; $n$ = number of withdrawal points.

**Antimicrobial assays**

Silibinin and its NPs prepared by the APSP and EPN methods were tested for their in vitro antimicrobial potentials against two Gram-positive bacteria (*Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus subtilis*), two Gram-negative bacteria (*Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa*), and two yeasts (*Candida albicans, C. glabrata*). The 96-well microtest plate method was used in this study in accordance with the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards guidelines. The lowest concentration of test NPs that totally inhibited the growth of bacteria and yeast was considered as the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC, micrograms per milliliter) of the respective tested NPs. Positive controls included norfloxacin (for Gram-negative bacteria), clarithromycin (for Gram-positive bacteria), and miconazole (for yeast), while phosphate-buffered saline was used as a vehicle for the NP solutions from the respective methods.

**Results**

**Characterization of the NPs prepared by APSP and EPN methods**

**Particle size measurement**

The mean particle sizes of silibinin NPs were found to be in the range of 35±5 to 180±7 nm. The mean particle size of NPs prepared by APSP method (Figure 1A) was 104.52 nm, while those prepared by the EPN method (Figure 1B) had a size of 60.33 nm. The average values are as 104.52±3.2 nm and 60.33±2.5 nm. Additionally, the PI values found 0.3±0.02 and 0.2±0.01 for the NPs produced by APSP and EPN methods respectively.

**FTIR studies**

FTIR images of unprocessed silibinin (Figure 2A) and NPs prepared by APSP (Figure 2B) and EPN (Figure 2C) show
characteristic peaks with different intensities, as different functional groups vibrate at different frequencies.

**Scanning electron microscopy**

NPs prepared by the APSP method (Figure 3) and EPN method (Figure 4) were subjected to SEM studies. Images were obtained at different magnifications. The white dots in the images represent silibinin NPs prepared by APSP and EPN methods, respectively. The size of NPs was reduced to a greater extent. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, NPs ~60.33 nm in size were obtained.

**XRD studies**

From the XRD studies, it is clear that unprocessed silibinin (Figure 5A) shows diffraction peaks at 2θ of 11.75, 23.8°, 26.25°, 26.85°, and 28.29°. Some of the peaks are sharp and intense, which shows that unprocessed silibinin is crystalline in nature (Figure 5A). The NPs prepared by APSP (Figure 5B) and EPN (Figure 5C) show diffraction peaks in the same range with less intensity, which represents a reduction of the crystalline nature to the amorphous form.

**DSC analysis**

DSC studies of unprocessed silibinin and NPs prepared by the APSP and EPN methods (Figure 6) were carried out to evaluate the thermal effects at melting temperature ($T_m$). The particle size of the material or the surface area of the material has profound effects on its melting. Little broadening and decrease in the melting point peaks of the processed silibinin was observed, which is due to the low packing density of the NPs.26
Table 1 shows the solubility of unprocessed silibinin and the NPs of silibinin prepared by the APSP and EPN methods in distilled water. The acquired data clearly show that solubility of silibinin increases when it is converted to NPs (Figure 7).

**In vitro characterization**

**Solubility studies**

Table 1 shows the solubility of unprocessed silibinin and the NPs of silibinin prepared by the APSP and EPN methods in distilled water. The acquired data clearly show that solubility of silibinin increases when it is converted to NPs (Figure 7).

**Dissolution studies**

Dissolution studies of unprocessed silibinin and the two prepared NPs (Figure 8A–C) were conducted in distilled water, 0.1 M HCl, and phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, over a time period of 90 min at different intervals: 10, 30, 60, and 90. The dissolution analysis clearly shows that dissolution of unprocessed silibinin was very low in distilled water, 0.1 M HCl, and phosphate buffer of pH 6.8. The NPs prepared by the two methods had better dissolution than unprocessed silibinin over the same time period (90 min). The improved dissolution of the NPs can be seen in Figure 8B and C, demonstrating >70% dissolution within 30 min in all three dissolution media, thus clearly showing improvement in the dissolution rate. Among the two prepared NPs, by comparison, the NPs prepared by the EPN method had a better dissolution rate than those prepared by the APSP method.

Data on dissimilarity and similarity factors (Table 2) indicates that the release profile of silibinin is quite different for the NPs prepared by the two different methods. Among the two methods, NPs prepared by the EPN method show more dissimilarity than those prepared by APSP. Therefore, we can conclude that EPN is the best method to improve the dissolution rate of silibinin.

**Antimicrobial assay**

The results stated in Table 3 indicate that silibinin NPs prepared by the APSP and EPN methods exhibit greater antibacterial and antifungal potential than silibinin (unprocessed) and the
controls including norfloxacin, clarithromycin, and miconazole. The antibacterial activity of silibinin NPs prepared by the EPN method was increased greatly against Gram-positive bacteria and was similar to that of the control drug clarithromycin. The APSP-prepared NPs showed an increase in activity against Gram-positive bacteria, but this was lower than that of EPN-prepared NPs. However, the results indicate a significant increase in antibacterial activity of silibinin NPs compared to that of unprocessed silibinin. Silibinin NPs prepared by the EPN method were found to have equivalent activity to that of miconazole.

**Discussion**

Particle size and the associated PI of silibinin NPs show that both NPs have nanosizes and narrow size distributions. A reduction of size results in greater surface area and surface free energy, which helps to improve solubility and dissolution rate, which in turn enhances bioavailability.

FTIR images of unprocessed silibinin and the NPs prepared by APSP and EPN show characteristic peaks at 2,962.01 cm\(^{-1}\) (O–H stretching), 1,126.43 cm\(^{-1}\) (C=O stretching), 1,460.00 cm\(^{-1}\) (C–O stretching), and 1,634.00 cm\(^{-1}\) (C=C stretching).

**Table 1** Aqueous solubility of pure silibinin and prepared nanof ormulations of silibinin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Solubility, mg/mL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure silibinin</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSP</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPN</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** APSP, antisolvent precipitation with a syringe pump; EPN, evaporative precipitation of nanosuspension; NP, nanoparticle.
1,161.15 cm\(^{-1}\), 1,182.36 cm\(^{-1}\) (aldehyde C=O stretching), 1,510.26 cm\(^{-1}\), 1,614.42 cm\(^{-1}\), 1,633.71 cm\(^{-1}\) (skeletal vibration due to aromatic C=C ring stretching and ketone C=O stretching), 1,269.16 cm\(^{-1}\) (C–O–C stretching), 995.27 cm\(^{-1}\) (O–H out-of-plane bending), 1,029.99116 cm\(^{-1}\), 1,510.26 cm\(^{-1}\) (aromatic alkene stretching), and 3,361.93 cm\(^{-1}\) (–OH, =C–H).36 The results indicate that the prepared NPs and the unprocessed sample have the same chemical structure. This analysis confirmed that there is no formation of a new complex among the formulation components and that silibinin’s structure is maintained.

XRD analysis confirmed the change of crystalline nature to amorphous form, which helps to increase the solubility and dissolution rate, as well as ultimately improving the bioavailability.35 Less-crystalline and amorphous materials have greater free energy compared to the corresponding crystalline forms. Therefore, less-crystalline or amorphous forms of drugs can get solubilized more easily and show enhanced dissolution rates compared to their respective crystalline forms.37–40 Thus, modification in the crystalline nature through nanosizing may be an ideal approach for enhancement of the

---

**Figure 7** Solubility of silibinin and nanoparticles prepared by APSP and EPN methods.

**Abbreviations:** APSP, antisolvent precipitation with a syringe pump; EPN, evaporative precipitation of nanosuspension.

---

**Figure 8** In vitro dissolution profiles of unprocessed silibinin, NPs prepared by APSP and EPN in (A) aqueous solution, (B) 0.1 M HCl solution, and (C) phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) solution.

**Abbreviations:** APSP, antisolvent precipitation with a syringe pump; EPN, evaporative precipitation of nanosuspension; NP, nanoparticle.
Table 2 Different dissolution parameters included in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters used</th>
<th>Distilled water</th>
<th>0.1 M HCl</th>
<th>Phosphate buffer (pH 6.8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDT, min</td>
<td>f₁</td>
<td>f₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unprocessed silibinin</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APSP nanoparticles</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPN nanoparticles</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: f₁ represents the dissimilarity factor; f₂ is the similarity factor.

Abbreviations: APSP, antisolvent precipitation with a syringe pump; EPN, evaporative precipitation of nanosuspension; MDT, mean dissolution time.

solubility and the dissolution rates of drug molecules, which will further improve their bioavailability.40

A sharp peak at the melting temperature (Tₘ) was recorded for the crystalline structure, representing an endothermic process due to the breakage of the crystalline lattice. In the case of amorphous or less-crystalline structures, the peaks at the melting temperature (Tₘ) were less intense. The enthalpy of fusion (ΔH) value, which is directly proportional to the crystallinity of a sample, is low for the amorphous sample compared to that for the crystalline sample. A sharp endothermic peak was observed at the melting temperature (168°C) in the case of unprocessed silibinin, and although endothermic peaks for the prepared NPs were observed at almost the same temperature, the peak intensities were lower compared to that of the unprocessed drug. Particle size reduction due to conversion of the unprocessed drug to the NPs caused a reduction in crystallinity and thus attainment of the amorphous form, which has a lower enthalpy value than the parent unprocessed drug.11,32,41,42

Data from solubility studies (Table 1) indicate that enhancement of the solubility may be due to 1) the conversion of silibinin to the amorphous form, which is more soluble than its crystalline form, and 2) reduction in the particle size to the nano range, which increases the interfacial surface area and thus increases the wettability and surface free energy. All these factors collectively increase the solubility and dissolution rate of poorly water-soluble drugs.4,5

Improvement in the dissolution of silibinin NPs can be attributed to certain factors, such as increased surface area, the conversion of drug to the amorphous form, good dispersibility, better wettability, and decrease in agglomeration and aggregation between the hydrophobic drug particles. Additionally, the dissolution study showed that NPs of silibinin maintained the particle size and no agglomeration occurred during the process. Increase in dissolution rate is the key attribute of NPs, which is due to large surface area and high dissolution pressure.43 Moreover, the NPs, due to small particle sizes, cause increase in adhesiveness to the cell membrane, which subsequently enhances the bioavailability of the poorly water-soluble drugs.44 For BCS class II drugs, dissolution is the rate-limiting step for improved bioavailability. Therefore, it is imperative to address the issue of poor water solubility of BCSII drugs; herein, for silibinin, bioavailability is subsequently substantially enhanced. The dissolution studies showed effectively enhanced dissolution rate of the poorly water-soluble silibinin, which is indicative of improved bioavailability.45 Additionally, Prandtl and Noyes–Whitney developed an equation, wherein the relationship among the particle size, hydrodynamic boundary layer, velocity of the surrounding liquid, surface area, and dissolution rate has been expressed, showing that greater surface area and smaller thickness of the diffusion layer can increase the dissolution rate of the particles.46 In this study, the silibinin NPs produced by APSP and EPN interestingly showed enhanced dissolution rate compared to raw silibinin, which circumvents the barrier related to its bioavailability.4,5,22

Currently, it has been found that pathogens such as *P. aeruginosa*, *S. aureus*, *E. coli*, and *C. albicans* are responsible

Table 3 In vitro antibacterial and antifungal activities of silibinin and its NPs prepared by APSP and EPN methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substances</th>
<th>Gram-positive bacteria</th>
<th>Gram-negative bacteria</th>
<th>Yeast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>S. aureus</em></td>
<td><em>B. subtilis</em></td>
<td><em>E. coli</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silibinin</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>&gt;512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silibinin NPs by APSP</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>&gt;512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silibinin NPs by EPN</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt;512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfloxacin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarithromycin</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miconazole</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MIC values shown as micrograms per milliliter.

Abbreviations: APSP, antisolvent precipitation with a syringe pump; EPN, evaporative precipitation of nanosuspension; MIC, minimal inhibitory concentration; NP, nanoparticle.
for the infections that have a high global prevalence and are responsible for the increased worldwide morbimortality due to infections. Insufficient supplies and indiscriminate use of antimicrobials, especially in underdeveloped and poor countries, has led to an increase in resistance. Thus, there is a need to develop new treatment modalities for such infections. Hence, in the past 10–15 years, use of plants and their derivatives has gained popularity as a cure for infections caused by microorganisms, especially in developing countries.47

Silibinin has been established to reduce the infections in both animals and humans caused by different microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, and protozoa.48–50 Previous literature has shown that silibinin has negligible activity against Gram-negative bacteria.16 The same trend was observed for the NPs against Gram-negative bacteria. In this study, silibinin effectively inhibited S. aureus (32 µg/mL) and B. subtilis (16 µg/mL). However, silibinin NPs prepared by the EPN method were more effective in the control of S. aureus and B. subtilis, with MIC values of 8 µg/mL and 4 µg/mL, respectively. In comparison, NPs prepared through APSP inhibited S. aureus and B. subtilis at 16 µg/mL and 8 µg/mL, respectively, indicating the superiority of the EPN method. This also indicates a substantial increase in the activity of this drug with a two- to threefold enhancement of inhibition of the Gram-positive bacteria tested. The antifungal activity of silibinin NPs also was improved compared to that of unprocessed silibinin, which was 512 µg/mL against the test yeasts. With the EPN method, inhibitory concentrations were reduced to 64 µg/mL and 128 µg/mL against C. albicans and C. glabrata, which are almost the same as that of the standard drug miconazole, indicating the impact of nanosizing this drug.

S. aureus has been routinely isolated in systemic infections such as bacteremia, necrotizing pneumonia, osteomyelitis, and septic arthritis. It also has a proven common association with infections of soft and cutaneous tissues.50 Mycoses by yeasts of genus Candida occur on cutaneous and mucosal surfaces, and these species also may find their way to the systemic circulation, with grave consequences, especially for immunocompromised patients.51 The situation becomes grimmer as therapeutics for mycotic infections are limited, particularly resistant ones.52 Moreover, irrational and indiscriminate use of broad-spectrum antibiotics, especially in developing and poor countries, has contributed to a surge of microbial resistance. It has been reported that silibinin possesses activity against the Gram-positive bacteria S. epidermidis and B. subtilis.16 It has also shown synergism when combined with antibacterial drugs.47 In this present study, silibinin NPs produced by both APSP and EPN methods have shown to be promising therapeutic options in the case of Gram-positive bacteria, especially S. aureus, which is developing resistance against last-resort drugs such as vancomycin,53 as well as against the yeasts C. albicans and C. glabrata causing important mycotic infections. The results are very encouraging and require further research and standardization in the form of suitable dosage forms that may be utilized after titration through in vivo studies.

Conclusion

From the study, it has been concluded that the NPs of silibinin prepared by the APSP and EPN methods are highly soluble, with a higher dissolution rate compared to that of unprocessed silibinin. Owing to the small particle size in the nano range, the poor water solubility issue of silibinin has successfully been addressed, which in turn would exhibit improved bioavailability as well. However, it has been noted that the NPs prepared by the EPN method were more efficient after assessing different physical parameters and passing through analytical tests. Furthermore, the produced silibinin NPs demonstrated strong antibacterial potential compared to the raw counterpart. In future works, the produced NPs of silibinin could be subjected to development of a suitable dosage form and subsequently assessed for in vivo performance.
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